English Abstract:

The Importance of this Study Comes from Highlighted Social, Political and Cultural Attitudes of the New Non-Governmental Organizations which Work within the Framework of Neo-Liberalism in the Context of Palestinian Society, which is Living under the Israeli Colonial Occupation. This Study Explains the "Social, Political and Cultural Trends of the New Non-Governmental Organizations" in the Palestinian Context after the Second Intifada. The Study Shows the Views of the New Palestinian Non-Governmental Organizations about its Social, Political and Cultural Roles. This Research Based on the Information that was Collected by the Interviews with Twenty New Non-Governmental Organization located in the West Bank. In Addition to this, the Study Depend on Review of a large Number of Literatures that Emphasize on the Non-Governmental Organizations, which is the Main Component of Civil Society. The Study Concluded that Most of the New Non-Governmental Organizations May Depend on External Finance. The Study Also Concluded, in the Side of Social Attitudes for the New Non-Governmental Organizations, That Most of the New Non-Governmental Organizations Don't Achieve the Continuous Development; But these Organizations Contribute in Providing the Palestinian People with the Necessary Services in all Palestinian Areas, and Play an Important Role in Human Development According to their Work Field. On the Political Opinion hand the New Non-Governmental Organizations have a Role in Promoting
and Consolidating the Culture of Resistance among the Palestinian People, they also Make a Difference, Critique and Edit on the Policies, Legislation and Constitutional Laws of Palestine. In Terms of Cultural Attitudes of the New Non-Governmental Organizations, the Paper Research Shows that these Organizations Put Out Many of the Cultural Issues and Values such as Democracy, Good Governance, Human Rights and Women Empowerment; these Organizations Try Also to Consolidate Suitable Values with Palestinian Culture. In addition to this the New NGOs Raise the Levels of Awareness among Various Sectors within the Palestinian Community Through their Cultural Projects, they also Strengthen the Culture of Volunteering Work According to What Their Administrators and Employees Say. The New Non-Governmental Organizations Publish Knowledge and Information in the Palestinian Society Through their Books and Publications.

It is Worth to Mention that the Study Consists of Five Sections; The First Section Contains the Study's Theories, Which Will Be Used in the Analysis of Results, while the Second Section Approach Review of the Different Literatures that Addressed the Phenomenon of Non-Governmental Organizations, and the Third Section Includes the Methodology of the Study, the Fourth Section Focuses on Description and Analysis of the Interviews that were Made, and in Section Five the Study Shows the Most Important Results of the Study.